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A CRITICAL DISCUSSION GAME
FOR PROHIBITING FALLACIES
Abstract. The study of fallacies is at the heart of argumentation studies.
In response to Hamblin’s devastating critique of the state of the theory of
fallacies in 1970, both formal dialectical and informal approaches to falla-
cies developed. In the current paper, we focus on an influential informal
approach to fallacies, part of the pragma-dialectical theory of argumenta-
tion. Central to the pragma-dialectical method for analysing and evaluating
argumentative discourse is the ideal model of a critical discussion. In this
discussion model, a dialectical perspective on argumentation is combined
with a pragmatic take on communicative interaction. By formalising and
computationally implementing the model of a critical discussion, we take
a first step in the development of software to computationally model ar-
gumentative dialogue in which fallacies are prohibited along the pragma-
dialectical norms. We do this by defining the Critical Discussion Game,
a formal dialogue game based on the pragma-dialectical discussion model,
executable on an online user-interface which is part of a larger infrastructure
of argumentation software.
Keywords: Argument Web; argumentation; critical discussion; Dialogue
Game Description Language; fallacies; formal dialectics; pragma-dialectics
1. Introduction
The fallacies have traditionally played a central role in the study of
argumentation. This is not surprising, because the research field of ar-
gumentation studies is motivated in part by the objective of improving
argumentative practice. This was the case both in antiquitywhere
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rhetorical skills were essential for citizens in the legal and democratic pro-
cess and in modern argumentation studieswhere (among others) the
influential informal-logical [18] and pragma-dialectical [38] approaches
were motivated by practical application. In order to improve practice it
is necessary to define what should be remedied; what faults should be
repaired; what mistakes should be prevented. These recurrent mishaps
of argumentative practice are commonly referred to as fallacies.
After launching a devastating critique of the state of the study of
fallacies in 1970, Hamblin [12] proposed to employ the machinery of
formal dialectical systems as a means of studying fallacies. Within formal
dialectical approaches, (argumentative) dialogue is represented in terms
of highly regulated game-like interactions in accordance with a set of
rules. Fallacies are considered, in such systems, as violations of the rules
that constitute a reasonable dialogue, a perspective advocated by, among
others, Mackenzie [27], Hintikka [15], and Walton [54].
Another response to Hamblin’s critique can be found in informal
approaches to fallacies. The pragma-dialectical theory, developed over
the past forty years by van Eemeren and Grootendorst [46, 47, 48] and
their co-authors [44], is one such informal approach and counts as one of
the catalysts of modern argumentation studies. Building on the formal
dialectical approach (in particular those of the Erlanger Schule [26] and
of Barth and Krabbe [3]), it combines a dialectical perspective on ar-
gumentation with a pragmatic account of the everyday communicative
practice that argumentation takes place in. This combination leads to
a unified account of fallacies as committed through speech acts in all
stages of an argumentative discussion.
We aim to bring the formal and informal approaches to fallacies closer
together again by formalising part of the pragma-dialectical theory. We
subsequently link the formalised model to an existing software infras-
tructure by implemented it as a computationally executable dialogue
system. We take the pragma-dialectical approach to fallacies as our
starting point for the development of a fallacy-sensitive component of
the Argument Web. The Argument Web is an integrated collection of
computer tools to assist in the production, analysis and evaluation of
argumentative discourse [5]. The computational implementation has the
added advantage of promoting the development of software in support
of the pragma-dialectical theory, which has been notably absent from
the ongoing rise of computational methods in the field of argumentation
studies.
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In the current paper, we make one step towards the twofold objective
of developing a fallacy-sensitive component for the Argument Web and
promoting the computational application of the pragma-dialectical the-
ory. We do this by computationally implementing the discussion model
that is central to the pragma-dialectical account of fallacies in a lan-
guage that interacts with the Argument Web. In Section 2, we will
introduce the theoretical backgrounds and tradition against which our
work is situated, consecutively turning to: the conception of ‘fallacy’ that
we employ, the pragma-dialectical ideal model of a critical discussion,
and the relation to computational argumentation studies. In Section
3, we will formalise the pragma-dialectical discussion model in terms
of a dialogue game, and then computationally implement the resulting
‘Critical Discussion Game’ in the Dialogue Game Description Language.
In Section 4, we will turn to the execution of the implemented game on
an online user-interface, and we will discuss how the Critical Discussion
Game prohibits certain fallacies from being committed.
2. Theoretical backgrounds
2.1. The study of fallacies
As alluded to in the Introduction, the sense of ‘fallacy’ intended here is
that of common forms of bad argumentative conduct (as opposed to the
use of ‘fallacy’ as a reasoning mistake [13]). According to the Handbook
of Argumentation Theory [43], fallacies contaminate an argumentative
exchange, thereby preventing a satisfactory resolution of a difference of
opinion if they go undetected.
The study of fallacies, after decades of scholarly neglect, was firmly
put back on the academic map by Hamblin with his monograph Fallacies
[12]. Hamblin characterised what he judged to be the mistaken tradi-
tional way of treating fallacies, primarily in textbooks of logic, as the
Standard Treatment. Hamblin reconstructed the definition of a fallacy
according to the Standard Treatment as “an argument that seems to be
valid but is not so”, and he showed that this definition is unsatisfactory.
Some historically recognised fallacies are not arguments at all. It is
unclear what it entails to seem valid, and to whom it should appear so.
Furthermore, provided a fallacy can be classified as an argument that
seems valid, it may actually be exactly that: a logically valid argument.
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Let us consider two examples of dialogue contributions that are not con-
ducive to reasonable argumentative discourse (i.e. that do not promote
the reasonable resolution of a difference of opinion), but that are not
covered by the definition of the Standard Treatment.
(1) a. Bob: Dundee is a very interesting city.
b. Alice: Why is that?
c. Bob: Dundee has some interest because of its proximity to
the Scottish Highlands.
In (1), Bob misrepresents his earlier standpoint that Dundee is a very
interesting city by weakening it to a city having some interest. In doing
so, Bob commits a fallacy of ignoratio elenchi, weakening his original
standpoint to make it easier to defend. Bob’s violation here is not found
in the argument that he provides (Dundee is close to the Highlands, and
this might be an acceptable reason for considering Dundee an interest-
ing city), but rather with his misrepresentation of his standpoint. The
committed fallacy itself then is not an argument, but rather lies in a
procedural inconsistency in Bob’s assertions.
(2) a. Alice: We should go on vacation to Poznań.
b. Bob: Why is that?
c. Alice: Because our holiday destination should be Poznań!
In (2), the fallacy of petitio principii (also called begging the question or
circular reasoning) is committed by Alice when she uses one and the same
proposition as the standpoint at issue and as the argumentative defence
thereof. Contrary to the rather clear-cut case in (2), in practice, the
circularity might not always be immediately obvious because it is veiled
by implicit entailment or implicature. Elementary circular arguments,
though, are considered valid in most systems of logic, thereby defying
the definition of the Standard Treatment that Hamblin reconstructs.
For Hamblin, the topic of fallacies posed an opportunity to employ
the machinery of formal dialectics [28]. In formal dialectical approaches,
fallacies are interpreted as violations of the procedural rules of engage-
ment that hold in particular discursive systems or settings. Hamblin’s
pioneering of dialectical systems that prohibit fallacious conduct is con-
tinued by, among others, Mackenzie [27], Woods and Walton [58, 54],
and Barth and Krabbe [3], who propose further systems to prohibit
specific examples of fallacies. The logic textbook approach of fallacies
that was criticised by Hamblin was not amended much in some cases
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merely leading to the complete disregard of the topic but others took
up the challenge and proposed various explanations of and perspectives
on fallacies. An epistemological account of fallacies as failures in the
rational acquisition of new beliefs is advocated by Biro and Siegel [6].
Within the informal logic movement, fallacies have been interpreted as
frequently occurring incogent arguments with unacceptable, irrelevant
or insufficient premises [18]. Woods and Walton, both together and
independently, approach the fallacies one by one, showing how each can
be explained against the background of a plurality of formal dialectical,
logical, and pragmatic systems [60, 56, 59].1
2.2. The pragma-dialectical conception of fallacies
Van Eemeren and Grootendorst [47] continue the formal dialectical ap-
proach to fallacies, but combine it with a pragmatic account of argu-
mentation as embedded in everyday communicative interaction. In their
pragma-dialectical theory, they see fallacies as potentially persuasive,
but unreasonable, discussion moves that violate the rules of the ideal
model of a critical discussion [48]. This ideal model is a proposal for
a discussion procedure that is fully instrumental to the resolution of a
difference of opinion in a reasonable way. True to name of the overarch-
ing pragma-dialectical theory, the discussion model conveys a pragmatic
and a dialectical dimension.2
The pragmatic dimension of the ideal model does justice to the fact
that argumentation forms part of communicative interactions.3 In the
ideal model, all of the discussion moves are conceived of in terms of
speech acts [46]. An inventory is made of the speech acts that con-
tribute to the resolution of the difference of opinion. The Searlean [32]
speech act perspective on language use is in the pragma-dialectical the-
1 The state of the field of fallacy theory is described in more detail by, among
others, Hansen [13].
2 In the current paper, only the ‘standard’ pragma-dialectical model is considered.
In an extension of the model, van Eemeren and Houtlosser [40] added a rhetorical
dimension to the model, in order to account for the strategic manoeuvring of actual
arguers in conventionalised argumentative activity types in their attempts to persuade
their interlocutor.
3 The pragmatic dimension should not be mistaken for one aimed at practical
reasoning or action-oriented decision-making. In the sense intended here, ‘pragmatic’
refers to the traditional distinction within linguistics between syntax, semantics and
pragmatics [25].
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ory integrated with a Gricean [11] perspective on verbal interaction.
This integration makes it possible to use pragmatic tools from discourse
analysis to perform a dialectical reconstruction. Unexpressed or implicit
parts of the discussion can be reconstructed on the basis of pragmatic
insight by interpreting communicative acts as part of a discussion aimed
at resolving a difference of opinion in a reasonable way.
The dialectical dimension refers to the dialectical perspective on ar-
gumentation that is taken. Argumentation is interpreted as always in-
volving a (possibly implicit) discussion between two discussants. To do
justice to all parts of the text that are argumentatively relevant, the
entire discussion must be taken into account, not just the advancing and
criticising of arguments. By taking the full argumentative discussion
into consideration, four discussion stages are distinguished [48]. First, in
the confrontation stage, the interlocutors externalise their difference of
opinion about an expressed opinion (e.g., an opinion, a belief, a plan of
action, etc.). Second, in the opening stage, the discussants agree upon
a set of mutually accepted material and procedural starting points. The
discussants need at least one shared material starting point in order to
have a meaningful discussion. With respect to the procedure, they need,
among other things, to agree who will perform the role of protagonist
defending the standpoint and who will be the antagonist criticising it.4
Third, in the argumentation stage, the protagonist will provide one or
more arguments in defence of the standpoint, while the antagonist crit-
ically examines the arguments. Fourth, in the concluding stage, the
discussants draw a conclusion on the basis of the critical testing of the
arguments. If the argumentation was conclusive, both discussants will
have to accept the standpoint. In case the criticism was conclusive, both
discussants may no longer accept the standpoint.5
4 In the remainder of this paper, as in van Eemeren and Grootendorst’s [48]
introduction of the ideal model, the assumption will be that the interlocutor putting
forward the standpoint will also be the one defending it as protagonist in the ar-
gumentation stage of the discussion. For reasons of clarity, the protagonist will be
referred to with male pronouns, and the antagonist with female pronouns (following
the standard way of referring to proponents and opponents in the literature on formal
dialectics and dialogue logic). The same convention will later be followed for the
players Protagonist and Antagonist in the dialogue game.
5 No longer accepting a standpoint should not be confused with accepting an
opposite standpoint. This mistake would constitute an instance of the fallacy of
‘making an absolute of the failure of the defence’ or an ad ignorantiam [47].
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The rights and obligations that discussants have in the four stages of
the discussion are regulated in fifteen procedural rules [48].6 The fifteen
rules for critical discussion specify the ways in which discussants can rea-
sonably defend and attack standpoints. Assuming only one standpoint
is at issue in the discussion, the protagonist defends it by advancing
argumentation, which is critically assessed by the antagonist. If this
argumentative defence is not successful at convincing the antagonist,
further argumentation may be called for. Depending on the kind of
criticism the additional argumentation is meant to overcome, different
argumentation structures develop [36].
The pragma-dialectical model is based on a critical conception of
reasonableness [39]. As such, it is a normative proposal for ideal ar-
gumentative conduct, rather than a description of actual argumenta-
tive practice. This normative perspective makes it possible to use the
model as an analytical and evaluative tool in the identification of fal-
lacies in argumentative discourse. A descriptive model would in itself
be ‘contaminated’ by the potential imperfections of argumentative prac-
tice, and would therefore not be suitable to evaluate the same discourse
it already describes. As Hamblin [12] rightly observes, a normatively
oriented model should retain empirical relevance. For this reason, van
Eemeren, Garssen and Meuffels [45] have performed a series of quanti-
tative empirical studies which support the conventional (or intersubjec-
tive) validity [2] of the pragma-dialectical model. The normativity of
the pragma-dialectical model is one reason for us to use it as the basis
for our Critical Discussion Game for prohibiting fallacious conduct in a
computational dialogue system.
A second reason is found in the comprehensive scope of the model. It
covers not only inferential or formal fallacies, but allows for the identifica-
tion of fallacious discussion moves that impede the reasonable resolution
of the difference of opinion in other ways [47]. The model covers all
stages of a discussion, and therefore deals not just with fallacies relating
to the advancement and criticism of argumentation, but also to fallacies
committed in putting forward standpoints, in agreeing on the starting
points of a discussion, and in determining the outcome of a discussion.
The pragma-dialectical interpretation of fallacies is also not restricted
6 The fifteen rules should not be confused with the ten ‘practical’ commandments
for reasonable discussants [47], which are intended as practical rules of thumb for
conducting, analysing and evaluating argumentative discussions.
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to the role of the protagonist arguing in defence of a standpoint, but
extends to the role played by the antagonist in criticising the argumen-
tation. Lastly, using the ideal model of a critical discussion as the sole
basis for deciding fallaciousness leads to a unified account, treating all
fallacies as equal, and not taking an ad-hoc, historical list as the starting
point to give individual solutions to individual fallacies.
Despite criticisms of the pragma-dialectical theory as a whole [41], it
serves as a useful starting point for the dialogical approach to fallacies
in a computational system. Rather pragmatically, we start from the
assumption that if the model indeed provides a norm for reasonable ar-
gumentation, thereby prohibiting fallacies, then this norm is transferable
into a formal dialogue game and subsequently into a computational im-
plementation. The resulting computational implementation, finally, will
provide a basis for the prohibition of (some classes of) fallacious moves
in the production of argumentative discourse in a computational system.
2.3. A computational approach to dialogical fallacies
Over the past twenty years, computational methods have gradually found
their way into the field of argumentation studies, leading to a new field
of ‘computational argumentation studies’.7 The work in this field can
broadly be divided into two categories. On the one hand, insight about
argumentation in natural language has inspired new approaches in Com-
puter Science and Artificial Intelligence (i.e. applying argumentation
studies to solve problems in Computer Science). On the other hand,
computer tools are increasingly used to support the study of argumen-
tation in the Humanities and Social Sciences (i.e. applying Computer
Science to support argumentation studies).
The digital tools to support the production, the analysis, and the
evaluation of argumentative discourse are based on computational im-
plementations of formal models of argumentation. These models serve
as the conceptual framework that determines the interpretation given
to central notions such as ‘argument’, ‘premise’, ‘conclusion’, and ‘argu-
ment scheme’. Because the various theoretical models of argumentation
provide different interpretations and explanations of these notions, the
computer tools that are based on these models are not theory-neutral
and not fully compatible with other theoretical approaches. To mediate
7 Overviews of the field of computational argumentation studies are provided by,
e.g., Rahwan and Simari [30], van Eemeren et al. [42], and Baroni et al. [1].
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the interchange between the various tools and mitigate the (conceptual)
boundaries between the approaches, the Argument Interchange Format
(AIF) [8] is proposed as a theory-neutral ontology of argumentative con-
cepts, i.e. a generic set of properties for the characterisation of the afore-
mentioned argumentation theoretical notions. Via the AIF the notions
of one theoretical framework can be translated into those of another.
The AIF also provides the foundation for the Argument Web [5],
an infrastructure of computer software for argumentative tasks. The
Argument Web is developed as an integrative set of computational tools
to support argumentative tasks, interacting with a database of inter-
connected argumentative content. By building software on the basis
of the AIF, the tools can be used in conjunction, with the output of
one serving as the input for another. Furthermore, because the AIF
serves as a theory-neutral ontology of argumentation, it facilitates the
‘translation’ of other computational and non-computational approaches
to argumentation in order to allow interaction with the components of
the Argument Web. In this way, it becomes possible to, for example,
analyse an argumentative text using Rationale [50], save the result in
AIFdb [24], and then diagram it in Carneades [10]. Strengths of different
theoretical approaches can thus be exploited, and a lack of functionality
of one tool can be overcome by using another.
The tools that are designed to be part of the Argument Web can
also be used in succession, carrying over data from one application to
the next. For example, an existing text can be analysed using OVA
(ova.arg.tech), an online tool for the visualisation of argumentation
[17]. The resulting illocutionary and inferential annotation [7] can be
stored in AIFdb (aifdb.org). AIFdb is a searchable online reposi-
tory of annotated argumentive texts, showing the relations of support
and conflict between propositions and their discursive embedding as a
directed graph [24]. Using TOAST (The Online Argument Structures
Tool, toast.arg.tech), the acceptability of the argument can be
computed on the basis of Dungian abstract argumentation frameworks
[35, 9]. Through Arvina (arvina.arg.tech), AIFdb can be navigated,
manipulated and extended by dialogically interacting with both other
human users, and artificial agents [34]. The new argumentative content
produced in these dialogues in turn contributes to AIFdb.
While the analysis and production of argumentation are relatively
well-covered by the Argument Web, there is at present no tool for the
evaluation of argumentative discourse beyond calculating the acceptabil-
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ity of conclusions on formal grounds. In other words, there is currently
no tool for the detection of fallacies in the Argument Web and for the
prohibition of fallacies in the dialogical interactions. In the current pa-
per, we start developing a dialogue protocol for Arvina that prohibits
users from committing certain fallacies in their interaction with AIFdb.
3. Formalising and computerising critical discussion
In this section, we first introduce a dialogue game that formalises part
of the pragma-dialectical model of a critical discussion. Subsequently,
we implement the resulting Critical Discussion Game as a computer-
executable dialogue game.
In our formalisation of the pragma-dialectical ideal model of a criti-
cal discussion, we make use of the notion of a ‘dialogue game’. Dialogue
games provide an abstract way of looking at communication as a game,
played by interlocutors to reach an interactional goal (see, e.g., Hamblin
[12]; Lorenzen and Lorenz [26]; Rescher [31]; Hintikka [14]; Walton [54]).
Formality can mean various things with respect to dialogue games. Barth
and Krabbe [3, 21] distinguish five senses of the term ‘formal’. In line
with related work by Krabbe [23] and Visser [52], our dialogue game is
intended to i) provide rules for the correct assembly of moves and move
sequences, ii) implement a procedural regimentation of the interaction,
and iii) be normative (or a priori). These characteristics make the di-
alogue game, respectively, formal2, formal3, and formal4 in Barth and
Krabbe’s classification.8 The ideal model of a critical discussion itself is
already procedurally regimented (formal3) and normative (formal4) [43,
23]. These two senses should, obviously, be retained in the formalisation.
Due to the complexity of the pragma-dialectical ideal model, we con-
strue a dialogue game based on a simplified version of the model. The
resulting simplified dialogue game demonstrates the feasibility of the
formalisation and can serve as a foundation for future extensions aimed
at bringing the scope of the dialogue game closer to that of the origi-
nal ideal model (see Visser [53] for an elaboration on this incremental
8 The first and the fifth sense of ‘formal’ distinguished by Barth and Krabbe
respectively relate to Platonic forms and to non-material models. Neither of these
is relevant to the present study. There are other classifications of formality, such as
Johnson and Blair’s [19], but the one by Barth and Krabbe provides a good point of
reference and allows for the distinctions needed in the current dialogue game.
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approach). The simplifications with respect to the ideal model are cho-
sen such that a consistent dialogue game can be specified, which still
exhibits the features characteristic of the pragma-dialectical model of a
critical discussion. In the elementary case of critical discussion, which
the dialogue game is based on, only one (positive) standpoint is at is-
sue. This single standpoint is considered to be met with doubt in the
confrontation stage, not with a concrete contradictory standpoint. This
leads to a single non-mixed difference of opinion, which is the assumed
starting point in the current paper. More complex differences of opin-
ion can occur when more than one standpoint is at issue (leading to a
multiple difference of opinion) or when instead of doubt a contradictory
standpoint is advanced in the confrontation stage (resulting in a mixed
difference of opinion). The complex differences of opinion can always be
decomposed into two or more elementary differences, which is why the
focus will be on the elementary case from now on [46].
To maintain a clear pragma-dialectical outset while constraining the
complexity of the model, the dialogue game offers fewer choices and
opportunities to players than the original model does. This restriction
is most evident in the exclusion of argumentative attacks and mixed
differences of opinion, only allowing a single argument in defence of a
positive standpoint against doubt. Furthermore, only the argumenta-
tion stage and the concluding stage of critical discussion are explicitly
reflected in the dialogue game. The other two discussion stages the
confrontation stage and the opening stage are accounted for by means
of specific assumptions. Lastly, the various argument schemes that give
substance to the (defeasible) inferences underpinning argumentation are
not modelled in the current dialogue game.
The resulting simplified Critical Discussion Game is played by two
players, performing the discussion roles of protagonist and antagonist,
respectively argumentatively defending and criticising the standpoint at
issue. Assumed is that the players have agreed upon a non-empty set
of material common starting points (i.e. a set of propositions they both
consider acceptable). Figure 1 is a visualisation of the sequential struc-
ture of the game. The nodes of the graph represent the moves of the
game; the edges represent the sequential transitions between moves.9
9 The visualisation of the sequential structure of the dialogue game in terms of a
graph is similar to the dialectical profiles used as a heuristic in the pragma-dialectical
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The first move, at the top of Figure 1, is made by the protagonist to
advance an argument in defence of his standpoint. The antagonist can
respond in one of three ways. First, she can outright accept the argu-
mentation (the middle route in Figure 1). Second, she can indicate that
she has doubts about the acceptability of the propositional content of
the argumentation (left route). Third, she can indicate that she doubts
whether the proposition put forward as an argument actually provides
a justificatory defence of the standpoint (right route). In response, the
protagonist can invoke one of two intersubjective procedures to verify
whether the propositional content and the justificatory force of the ar-
gumentation are acceptable. The dialogue game terminates when either
the protagonist retracts his argumentation and subsequently his original
standpoint or when the antagonist accepts the argumentation and stand-
point (bottom of Figure 1). Based on the commitments that the players
acquire during the game, either the protagonist or the antagonist wins.10
The Critical Discussion Game can be specified in terms of the Di-
alogue Game Description Language (or DGDL) [57].11 Specifying the
game in DGDL has several advantages. Using this standardised format
facilitates the comparison to other dialogue systems, such as Walton‘s
CB [54], the Mediation Dialogue Game [16], or Lakatos’ dialogical ap-
proach to mathematical proof [29]. Another advantage, shown by Wells
and Reed [57], is the avoidance of the under-specification of the dialogue
rules that can occur in non-computationally-implemented formal descrip-
tions of dialogue games. Furthermore, the DGDL-specification makes it
possible to computationally execute the dialogue game on the Dialogue
Game Execution Platform [4], which we will turn to in Section 4.
The specification of a dialogue game in DGDL consists of three
parts. The first part, composition, covers the general features of the
dialogue game. Listing 1 shows part of the composition in DGDL of the
Critical Discussion Game. The Critical Discussion Game is played in a
strict turn by turn fashion by exactly two players (Protagonist and
Antagonist). Four stores are instantiated to keep track of the propo-
analysis of argumentative texts [49] and the profiles of dialogue as employed by Walton
[55, 20] and Krabbe [22].
10 Visser [51] presents a more elaborate interpretation of the pragma-dialectical
ideal model as a dialogue game, and provides more justification of the adequacy of
the resulting formalisation.
11 We will only discuss a few excerpts of the code here; the full DGDL-
specification of the Critical Discussion Game is available online at arg.tech/cdg.
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Figure 1. The sequential structure of the Critical Discussion Game
sition at issue in the discussion as the Standpoint (the proposition
Britain should disarm is put in as an example), some propositions
that make up the common ground (there is no moral case for using
nuclear weapons, Britain has a leading role in world politics,
and it is good to promote non-proliferation), and the commit-
ments of each player (the common starting points for both, comple-
mented with the standpoint at issue for the Protagonist but ex-
plicitly not for the Antagonist, for obvious reasons).
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store{id:Standpoint , owner:shared , structure:set ,
visibility:public , {" Britain should disarm "}}
store{id:CommonStartingPoints , owner:shared ,
structure:set , visibility:public , {"there is no
moral case for using nuclear weapons", "Britain
has a leading role in world politics", "it is
good to promote non -proliferation "}}
store{id:CS, owner:Protagonist , structure:set ,
visibility:public , {"there is no moral case for
using nuclear weapons", "Britain has a leading
role in world politics", "it is good to promote
non -proliferation "}}
store{id:CS, owner:Antagonist , structure:set ,
visibility:public , {" Britain should disarm", "
there is no moral case for using nuclear weapons
", "Britain has a leading role in world politics
", "it is good to promote non -proliferation "}}
The second part of the DGDL specification, rules, defines actions
that always occur at the beginning or end of a dialogue, or at the end of
turns or moves. Listing 2 shows the sole rule of the Critical Discussion
Game. This specifies that the Protagonist makes the first move of the
game, and that this initial move always consists of putting forward an
argument in defence of the standpoint at issue, where the propositional
content of the argument may not be identical to that of the standpoint.
Listing 2. Rules of Critical Discussion Game in DGDL
rule{id:StartingRule , scope:initial , {
assign(Protagonist ,speaker)
& move(add , next , Argue , {p,q}, Protagonist , {
inspect(in, {p}, Standpoint) & inspect (!in, {q},
Standpoint })}}
The third part, interactions, catalogues the moves that players can
make during the game, when they can make them, and to what effect.
The interactions make up the main part of the Critical Discussion Game
specification. Because the game is not symmetrical in terms of the play-
ers’ goals (they play different roles in either defending or attacking the
acceptability of the proposition at issue), there are distinct sets of moves
available to each player. Listing 3 shows three of these interactions in
the Critical Discussion Game.
The Argue-move, that was already alluded to before as the manda-
tory first move of every game, is used by the Protagonist player
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to provide argumentation in defence of his standpoint. In the code,
this is represented as entailing the assertion of the standpoint p, the
argument q, and establishing the justificatory relation between them
(i.e. the inference of p from q). A paraphrase in natural language is
provided to facilitate a user-interface: ‘‘My reason for p is q’’.
Propositions p and q, and the inferential relation between them, are
added to the Protagonist’s commitment store CS. Finally, three sub-
sequent moves are made available to the Antagonist: DoubtProp,
DoubtJust, AcceptArg. The last of these is shown in Listing 3 as a
second example of an interaction: the Antagonist can respond to the
Protagonist’s argumentation by accepting it with the AcceptArg-
move. This entails accepting both the propositional content of the ar-
gumentation and the support this lends to the standpoint, and there-
fore leads to accepting the standpoint itself. The last example of an
interaction shows the RetractProp-move used by the Protagonist
to retract his commitment to the acceptability of a proposition. This
proposition can be either an argument or a standpoint. The result is
that a proposition p is deleted from the Protagonist’s commitment store.
This move is, furthermore, one of the two ways of terminating the game
(the other being the acceptance of the standpoint by the Antagonist),
if the retracted p was the proposition at issue in the discussion (i.e. if p
refers to the standpoint under discussion).
Listing 3. Interactions of Critical Discussion Game in DGDL
interaction{Argue , {p,q}, Asserting , {p}, Asserting ,
{q},Arguing , {<{q},{p}>, DefaultInference}, "My
reason for $p is $q", {
store(add , {q, {<{q},{p}>, DefaultInference }},
CS , Protagonist)
& move(add , next , DoubtProp , {q}, Antagonist)
& move(add , next , DoubtJust , {<{q},{p}>,
DefaultInference}, Antagonist)
& move(add , next , AcceptArg , {p,q}, Antagonist)
}}
interaction{AcceptArg , {p,q}, Accepting , {p},
Accepting {q}, Accepting , {<{q},{p}>,
DefaultInference}, "I accept $q as a conclusive
reason for $p", {
store(add , {p, q, {<{q},{p}>, DefaultInference
}}, CS, Antagonist)
& move(add , next , Maintain , {p}, Protagonist)}}
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interaction{RetractProp , {p}, Disaffirming , {p}, "I
am no longer of the opinion that $p", {
if { inspect(in, {p}, Standpoint)} then {
store(remove , {p}, CS, Protagonist)
& status(terminate ,CDG)}
else {
store(remove , {p}, CS, Protagonist)
& move(add , next , DoubtProp , {q}, Antagonist
, {inspect(in, {<{q},{p}>, DefaultInference}, CS,
Protagonist)})}}}
4. Fallacies and the computational Critical Discussion Game
The DGDL-specification allows the Critical Discussion Game to be exe-
cuted using the Dialogue Game Execution Platform (DGEP) [4]. DGEP
forms the basis for user-interfaces, such as the online user-interface Arv-
ina (arvina.arg.tech), to allow a dialogue to be ‘played out’ in accor-
dance with a protocol specified in DGDL. With Arvina, users can engage
in dialogues with other users or with artificial players modelled by the
computer (implementing the principle of mixed-initiative argumentative
dialogue) [34]. In playing a dialogue game on Arvina, users interact
with the other components of the Argument Web and manipulate the
AIFdb online argumentation repository [24] (see also Section 2). Any
artificial players can draw their dialogue contributions directly from the
standpoints and arguments available in AIFdb.
When playing the Critical Discussion Game on Arvina, the first move
consists of the advancement of argumentation by the player who has the
Protagonist role, as we saw in the previous section. Due to the defini-
tion of this move in the DGDL-specification, both the standpoint and the
argument in defence of it are made explicit. The StartingRule in List-
ing 2 ensures that the proposition that is defended by means of this ad-
vancement of argumentation is exactly what is at issue in the discussion
(i.e. the standpoint): inspect(in, {p}, Standpoint). If it were
possible to defend a completely different standpoint or a somewhat mod-
ified version of the original standpoint (say, Britain could dis-
arm instead of Britain should disarm), then the fallacy of ig-
noratio elenchi might be committed. The Critical Discussion Game
prohibits this ignoratio elenchi fallacy from occurring by requiring the
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Protagonist to explicitly commit himself to the argument being a
defence of the standpoint that is actually at issue.
Another way in which a fallacy might already occur at this junction
is the defence of the standpoint through mere repetition. In Section 2,
we already discussed petitio principii as one of the traditionally recog-
nised fallacies that are not precluded by the Standard Treatment, as
a result of its validity in (common) systems of logic. In the Critical
Discussion Game, petitio principii is prohibited, again, as part of the
StartingRule (see Listing 2). This rule requires the proposition that
is put forward as an argument to be different from that which is defended:
inspect(!in, {q}, Standpoint}).
Once an argument has been presented by the Protagonist, the
Antagonist reacts either by accepting it, or by casting doubt on the
acceptability of the content of the argument or its supporting link to
the standpoint. The dialogue game is such that the Antagonist al-
ways has the opportunity to cast doubt on both of these aspects of the
argumentation (thereby assuring that, e.g., no argumentum ad baculum
can be employed to restrict the Antagonist’s right to criticise). The
Protagonist can defend his argumentation by verifying whether the
proposition used as argument is part of the common ground, or by invok-
ing an external procedure to test whether the argument actually provides
support for the standpoint (i.e., whether the latter can be inferred on
the basis of the former). Depending on the Antagonist’s reaction to
the argumentation, and on the outcome of the Protagonist’s subse-
quent defence, the argumentation and the standpoint are accepted or
retracted. If the argumentation, and in particular its justificatory force,
is accepted by the Antagonist, she commits herself explicitly to the
acceptability and sufficiency of the support that the argument provides
to the standpoint at issue. This explicitisation of the supporting link
between argument and standpoint, prohibits the fallacy of denying an
unexpressed premise [47] in the Critical Discussion Game.
At the concluding stage of the discussion, if the Protagonist has
to retract his standpoint because of a failure to argumentatively defend
it, the risk of committing the fallacy of argumentum ad ignorantiam
looms. A failure to defend the standpoint at issue does not warrant
accepting the opposite standpoint, which constitutes an implicit shifting
of the burden of proof. Such a fallacious move particularly appealing
to the Antagonist in this case is prohibited in the Critical Discus-
sion Game by terminating the game once the Protagonist performs
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Figure 2. The Critical Discussion Game on Arvina
the RetractProp-move to retract his commitment to the standpoint,
shown in Figure 2. At this point, all other commitments are left in place,
thereby prohibiting, e.g., the players in our example from suddenly tak-
ing on board a commitment to Britain should not disarm, or
from starting a negotiation dialogue to this effect.
There are, of course, also fallacies that are at present not captured
by the rules of the Critical Discussion Game. Because of the abstrac-
tion from argument schemes (see Section 3), for example, any fallacies
relating to the incorrect application of specific argument schemes are
not addressed in the current (simplified) version of the Critical Discus-
sion Game. This means that, among others, hasty generalisation, false
analogy, post hoc ergo propter hoc and ad populum will only be properly
handled by the Critical Discussion Game after it is extended to include
argument schemes. Furthermore, because of the exclusion of mixed dif-
ferences of opinion, and discussions about negative standpoints, fallacies
such as evading the burden of proof and straw man are not dealt with at
present. Another challenge will be posed by the extension of the Critical
Discussion Game to take into account the rhetorical perspective pro-
vided by the pragma-dialectical notion of ‘strategic manoeuvring’ [40]. In
terms of strategic manoeuvring, argumentative moves are considered to
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be situated on a continuum ranging from an unreasonable fallacious ex-
treme to its reasonable counterpart for example, ranging from a reason-
able personal attack in response to an argument from expert opinion, to
a fallacious ad hominem when the person is not the object of the dispute.
How this gradual classification of reasonable and fallacious argumenta-
tive moves can be adequately implemented in a computational interpre-
tation of the pragma-dialectical model, will require further research.
5. Conclusion
As a first venture into the dialogical identification of fallacies as part
of the Argument Web, we have developed the Critical Discussion Game.
The Critical Discussion Game is specified in terms of the Dialogue Game
Description Language, allowing it to be played on the online Arvina
user-interface. Through Arvina, players can interact with the AIFdb ar-
gumentation repository. By using the Critical Discussion Game, certain
fallacies are prohibited when users engage in argumentative dialogues on
Arvina.
The Critical Discussion Game is (to our best knowledge) the first ex-
ecutable computational implementation of the pragma-dialectical ideal
model of a critical discussion.12 This normative discussion model forms
the foundation for the pragma-dialectical method of analysing and eval-
uating argumentative discourse. The combination of a set of dialectical
rules that prohibits the occurrence of fallacies and a pragmatic account
of the communicative aspects of argumentation, makes the pragma-
dialectical model a good starting point for the computational modelling
of argumentative dialogue and the automated evaluation of argumenta-
tive discourse for fallacies.
The ideal model of a critical discussion was, however, not devel-
oped with such a computational application in mind. Therefore, some
preparatory steps are required. A first step consists of the formalisation
of critical discussion [23, 52]. A second step has been taken in the present
12 The formalisations of the pragma-dialectical ideal model of a critical discussion
by Krabbe [23] and Visser [52] are formal in the sense we pursue here, but are not
computationally implemented. Starmans [37] and Secades [33] have approached the
model of a critical discussion from a computational perspective, but their contribu-
tions do not constitute, respectively, an actual formalisation of the model, and an
implemented dialogue system.
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paper by computationally implementing the formalised discussion model
in terms of DGDL. In this step, we have interpreted the normative rules
of the pragma-dialectical ideal model of a critical discussion as prescrip-
tive rules regulating the conduct of actual discussants in the construction
of argumentative discourse. This interpretative transformation causes a
blurring of the divide between normative ideal (the pragma-dialectical
model of a critical discussion) and empirical realisation (the computa-
tionally implemented Critical Discussion Game); in principle allowing
discussants to actualise an ideal critical discussion, practically behav-
ing exactly in accordance with the normative rules. It is still to be
seen whether this correspondence between actual and ideal between
practice and norm can be maintained when the implemented Critical
Discussion Game is extended to cover the full breadth of the ideal model
(especially when the specific pre-conditions that are associated with par-
ticular argumentative contexts are also taken into account [40]).
In addition to being the first computational implementation of the
pragma-dialectical discussion model in a dialogue system, the Critical
Discussion Game is one of the first attempts at implementing a com-
prehensive set of fallacy-prohibiting norms for reasonable argumentative
dialogue in a computational system. The goal is to use the DGDL-
implementation that has been presented here for the construction of
argumentation, as the foundation for the computational analysis and
evaluation of argumentationmirroring the role that the ideal model
of a critical discussion plays in the analysis and evaluation within the
pragma-dialectical approach (see [52]).
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